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Objectives: Concerns about the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic resulted in unprecedented
challenges to the management of geriatric hip fractures. We aimed to evaluate the effects of the COVID-19 surge on
the time to surgery and 1 year mortality in geriatric patients with hip fracture at a large, urban Level 1 trauma center in
Beijing, and to guide the management of geriatric hip fracture patients throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods: This single-center retrospective study included consecutive patients aged ≥65 years and injured 3 weeks
prior to admission. Demographic and surgical data were collected between January 20 and May 31, 2020, and from
the same period in 2019. Mortality data and functional status were collected at follow-up of 1-year after surgery. The
primary outcomes were time to surgery and 1 year mortality.

Results: There were no significant differences in sex, fracture type, and surgical pattern between the 2020 (n = 261)
and 2019 time-matched (n = 307) cohorts. The time from admission to surgery was significantly delayed in the 2020
cohort compared with that in the 2019 cohort (48.9 h vs 20.5 h, p < 0.001). Fewer patients underwent surgery within
48 h in the 2020 cohort (65.5% vs 87.6%, p < 0.001). Surgical delay was also associated with an increased risk of
inpatient complications (30.2% vs 20.8%, p = 0.010), however there was no significant difference in the 1-year mortal-
ity rate, nor between pre-injury and 1 year follow-up mobility as assessed by Parker score. Only approximately half of
the patients in both groups completely returned to their pre-injury mobility levels.

Conclusions: The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly increased the surgery waiting time for geriatric patients with
hip fractures, which resulted in increased inpatient complications without a higher mortality rate within 1 year. This
reinforces the importance of maintaining timely and protocolized care for geriatric hip fractures throughout any subse-
quent waves of the pandemic.
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Introduction

The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pan-
demic was caused by the severe acute respiratory syn-

drome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), which was first
reported in December 2019 in Wuhan, China. COVID-19
has caused worldwide upheaval and was subsequently declared
a public health emergency by the World Health Organization
on January 30, 20201. The rapid spread of COVID-19 called for
immediate action by policymakers and governments at all levels
in China. Multiple preventive measures were implemented to
control the spread of the disease, including lockdowns, traffic

control, restrictions on public gatherings, and mandatory self-
isolation at home. These measures minimized the number of
emergency department admissions. Significantly fewer patients
presented with injury due to trauma, and among these, the
most vulnerable were elderly people. The number of cases with
geriatric hip fractures remained unchanged during the COVID-
19 pandemic, despite all the restrictions2–5. This might have
been because the low-energy mechanisms resulting in hip frac-
tures occur most frequently in the patients’ homes.

Most geriatric patients with hip fractures are at a high
risk of experiencing fracture-related complications, thereby
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imposing a huge burden on patients and health systems due
to increase in mortality, disability, and medical expenses6.
Early surgery and orthogeriatric care are associated with
lower mortality and lower rates of postoperative complica-
tions after geriatric hip fractures7,8. Surgery within 48 h of
admission significantly reduces the risk of mortality in hip
fracture patients9. Despite well-established clinical guidelines
for older patients with hip fracture, implementation of these
best practices in China remains limited. Our previous study
revealed a significant disparity in hip fracture management
between the care provided at our hospital and best
practices followed in England10. In accordance with this find-
ing, we implemented multidisciplinary orthogeriatric co-
management care for geriatric hip fracture patients in 2015.
The introduction of the multidisciplinary model significantly
reduced the time to surgery and improved the clinical out-
comes during hospitalization11. Furthermore, a multicenter
prospective non-randomized controlled study conducted by
our hospital also reported that our co-management care of
elderly patients with hip fracture resulted in better outcomes.
It has significantly reduced time from admission to surgery
and 1-year mortality and has improved many process out-
comes for better hip fractures management12.

However, the COVID-19 pandemic has placed a sub-
stantial strain on the healthcare system worldwide, and the
healthcare workforce has been reallocated to areas with
urgent clinical need; consequently, elective surgeries have
been reduced to allow more services in acute specialties and
maximize hospital beds and resources for patients. These
changes have also posed unique challenges for the manage-
ment of geriatric patients with hip fracture and the mainte-
nance of standards of care. Several studies have reported the
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on geriatric hip fracture
outcomes and the delivery of care. COVID-19-positive
patients with hip fracture have shown a higher 30-day mor-
tality rate13. Moreover, COVID-19 impacted key healthcare
standards for high-quality hip fractures care, specifically time
to surgery, which reflects the difficulty of maintaining nor-
mal workflow during the pandemic due to a significant
decrease in the availability of operating rooms and healthcare
staff. Several studies have also reported an increase in
the rate of severe complications and mortality rate during
the pandemic, even in COVID-19-negative patients14.

To our knowledge, no studies in China have analyzed
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the care of hip
fracture patients. The maintenance of a smooth workflow is
of paramount importance for the delivery of care. Since
patient care was compromised by the COVID-19 pandemic,
especially in the first 3 months, how the first COVID-19
wave impacted the management and outcomes remains
unknown. In this study, the main objectives were: (i) to
assess the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on operative
geriatric hip fracture care at a Beijing Level I trauma hospi-
tal, specifically analyzing variations in the time to surgery,
length of stay, and inpatient mortality; (ii) to analyze the dif-
ference in 1-year mortality between patients admitted during

the COVID-19 pandemic and those admitted during an
identical pre-pandemic period; and (iii) to compare the func-
tional outcomes of long-term survival in geriatric patients
undergoing hip fracture surgery between the two groups.

Materials and Methods

Study Design
An active geriatric hip fracture audit system prospectively
recorded data, providing a systematic overview of the man-
agement of all geriatric hip fracture patients in one of the
largest and most influential orthopaedic facilities in Beijing
over a period of almost 5 years. This study was approved by
the Institutional Review Board of Peking University Health
Science Center (IRB00001052-17021).

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The inclusion criteria were: (i) age 65 years or older;
(ii) injured 3 weeks prior to admission; (iii) having under-
gone surgery for hip fracture. The exclusion criteria were:
(i) pathological fractures and (ii) periprosthetic fractures.

The study population was stratified according to the
care model used in each study period: (a) 2020 cohort:
patients who had received surgery from January 20 to May
31, 2020, were represented as the pandemic group; (b) 2019
cohort: patients who received surgery from the same period
in 2019 were represented as the pre-pandemic group.

Patients
We performed a retrospective search of patient records and
images from our institutional database and enrolled all eligi-
ble patients who met the inclusion criteria. Those who had
undergone operations from January 20 to May 31, 2020,
were allocated to the 2020 cohort, and those who had under-
gone operations from January 20 to May 31, 2019, were allo-
cated to the 2019 cohort. This study was approved by the
local ethics committee (201807-11).

Intervention

The 2019 Cohort
During this pre-pandemic period, the intervention was a
multidisciplinary co-management involving surgeons, anes-
thesiologists, geriatricians, nurses, physical therapists, and
pharmacists. The implementation of the co-management
care model started from admission to the emergency depart-
ment (ED) to the time of discharge from the hospital. In the
ED, patient care was jointly provided by orthopaedic sur-
geons and ED physicians along with anesthesiologists. The
ED physicians provided the initial assessments followed by
admission to the orthogeriatric ward, where orthopaedic sur-
geons and geriatricians jointly managed patient care. Geria-
tricians provided preoperative assessments, comorbidity
treatments, postoperative prevention of complications, and
secondary prevention of fractures. Orthopaedic surgeons and
geriatricians shared surgical and clinical information during
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daily briefings with anesthesiologists, and decisions regarding
surgical fitness and the optimal timing of surgery were gen-
erally shared. Postoperatively, orthopaedic surgeons deter-
mined a weight-bearing regimen with physical therapists and
walking exercises were started within 3 days after surgery.
The management indicators of OGC adapted the recommen-
dations of the UK guidelines for hip fractures management,
including quick admission to an orthogeriatric ward, expe-
dited surgery, geriatrician assessment, secondary prevention
of fractures, pressure ulcer prevention, provision of physio-
therapy, and early discharge.

The 2020 Cohort
During the pandemic, our hospitals were forced to reallocate
resources, surgeons, and nursing staff of our multi-
disciplinary team, and the availability of inpatient beds and
theater capacity were reduced. Hospital policies during
COVID-19 changed over time, and we adapted new proto-
cols and continued to provide co-management care for geri-
atric hip fracture patients. All patients were first questioned
about the etiology and epidemiological history of the frac-
ture. All patients underwent swab tests for SARS-CoV-2.
Patients suspected of having COVID-19 were immediately
isolated. A consultation was then conducted by a multi-
disciplinary team comprising a surgeon, a physician, and an
anesthetist to develop a personalized treatment plan. Patients
were excluded from medical observation when the results of
two consecutive swab tests were negative. COVID-19 was
ruled out before patients were transferred to the orthopaedic
ward. Patients confirmed COVID-19-positive were taken to
a specialty hospital for additional treatment (Figure 1).

Data Collection
The study population included 886 eligible patients who
were stratified according to the care model used in each
group (261 in the 2020 cohort and 307 in the 2019 cohort).
The following variables were collected.

Baseline Data
The patients’ demographic data were recorded, including
age, sex, fracture patterns, and surgical procedures. The age-
adjusted Charlson comorbidity index (CCI)15 was calculated
based on preoperative comorbidities. The Parker score was
used for functional evaluation.

Outcome Variables

Time to Surgery
The time to surgery was defined as the number of hours a
patient stayed in the hospital prior to the surgical procedure
and the number of patients who could undergo surgery
within the first 48 h after admission. The time to surgery is
an important marker of geriatric hip fracture care, and cur-
rent guidelines recommend surgery within 48 h. Early hip
surgery within 48 h is associated with lower mortality risk
and fewer perioperative complications.

Inpatient Complications
Reduced perioperative mobility with extended bed rest pre-
disposes geriatric patients with hip fracture to a variety of
complications including pressure ulcers, deep vein thrombo-
sis (DVT), pneumonia, and urinary tract infection (UTI).
Details of these complications during hospitalization were
obtained from the case report form. We used this outcome
to explore the relationship between inpatient complications
of prolonged bed rest and the time to surgery.

Parker Score
At the 1 year follow-up after surgery, patients or their care-
givers were asked for information regarding their functional
status by telephone. The Parker score was used to evaluate
the patients’ mobility16, including their ability to walk inside
and outside of the house, and go shopping or visit family.
For each question, there were four ordinal responses with
individual fixed counts, which were then summed. The final
sum ranged from 0 to 9, with the maximum score indicating
independent mobility.

Mortality
The mortality rate was calculated as the number of deaths
divided by the number of patients in each group after sur-
gery. The mortality rates can be influenced by medical care,
disease status, and comorbidities of patients or by medical or
surgical therapies.

Statistical Analysis
SPSS 25.0 (IBM Corp.) was used for statistical analysis. Con-
tinuous variables are presented as mean and standard devia-
tion, and categorical variables are presented as numbers and
percentages. Chi-square tests were used to compare categori-
cal variables. Statistical analysis of the study outcomes was
performed using the independent-samples t-test for continu-
ous variables with normal distributions and the Mann–
Whitney U test for continuous variables with non-normal
distribution. A p-value of <0.005 was considered statistically
significant.

Results

Baseline Data
There were no differences between the groups regarding
demographics, age-adjusted CCI, mechanism of injury, or
characteristics of the fracture or surgery (p > 0.05) (Table 1).

Time to Surgery
During the first COVID-19 wave, the mean waiting time
between admission and surgery significantly increased from
20.5 to 48.9 h (p < 0.001) and surgeries within 48 h of
admission decreased from 87.6% to 65.5% (p < 0.001).

Inpatient Complications
Inpatient complications were observed at a significantly
higher rate in the 2020 cohort than in the 2019 cohort; there
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was one in-hospital death in the 2019 cohort, and no
patients in the 2020 cohort were diagnosed with COVID-19
(Table 2).

Mortality
The follow-up rate at 1 year was 89.2% (233/261) in the
2020 cohort and 84.4% (259/307) in the 2019 cohort. There
were no significant differences in age, sex ratio, age-adjusted
CCI, fracture type, surgical procedures, or pre-injury Parker

scores between the two groups (p > 0.05). There were no sig-
nificant differences in the mortality rates at the 1-year
follow-up after surgery between the two cohorts (p = 0.313,
Table 3).

Functional Recovery at the 1-Year Follow-Up
For patients who were still alive at the 1-year follow-up,
functional status was similar as assessed by the Parker score
(6.8 � 2.6 in the 2020 cohort vs 7.1 � 2.3 in the 2019 cohort;

FIGURE 1 Flow chart of co-management care on geriatric hip fractures in pre-COVID-19 period and COVID-19 period

TABLE 1 Baseline data of the patients in the 2020 and 2019 cohorts

2020 (n = 261) 2019 (n = 307) t value p value

Age, mean (SD) 80.7 (7.3) 79.6 (7.6) �1.689 0.091
Gender, n (%) 0.785 0.376
Male 82 (31.4) 86 (28.0)
Female 179 (68.6) 221 (72.0)

Age-adjusted CCI, mean (SD) 4.92 (1.64) 4.90 (1.57) �0.194 0.846
Type of hip fracture, n (%) 2.267 0.132
Femoral neck 155 (59.4) 163 (53.1)
Intertrochanteric 106 (40.6) 144 (46.9)

Injury mechanism, n (%) 1.398 0.237
High energy 7 (2.7) 14 (4.6)
Low energy 254 (97.3) 293 (95.4)

Surgical procedure, n (%) 7.016 0.071
Screw fixation 20 (7.7) 31 (10.1)
Intramedullary nail 104 (39.8) 144 (46.9)
Hemiarthroplasty 110 (42.1) 114 (37.1)
Total hip arthroplasty 27 (10.3) 18 (5.9)

Abbreviation: CCI, Charlson comorbidity index.
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p = 0.462). Only approximately half of the patients
completely returned to their pre-injury mobility levels
(45.1% in the 2020 cohort vs 51.4% in the 2019 cohort,
p = 0.164). At 1 year postoperatively, the percentage of fully
independent patients was 35.6% (83/233) in the 2020 cohort
and 43.6% (133/259) in the 2019 cohort (p = 0.070,
Table 3).

Discussion

In this observational study, we investigated the effects of
the COVID-19 pandemic on geriatric hip fracture care at

a Level 1 trauma center in Beijing. We found that the pan-
demic caused a one-day delay of surgery during the first
wave of the pandemic; however, 1-year mortality did not
change. This research highlights that despite the pandemic,
maintaining timely hip fracture care remains essential to
improved outcomes in the geriatric population.

Effects of COVID-19 on Geriatric Hip Fracture
Management
China has the largest population in the world, and the
number of older people is rapidly increasing with a con-
siderable annual increase in the number of hip fracture
cases. Geriatric patients with hip fractures need to have
safe, quick, and efficient recovery after injury to return to
their pre-injury life. However, the situation is not optimis-
tic in China. A retrospective study published in 2015
showed a significant disparity in geriatric hip fracture
care10. Following this study, multidisciplinary co-
management care was implemented for the first time in
our hospital to provide better care through a multi-
disciplinary approach for geriatric patients with hip frac-
ture in mainland China11. Consequently, in the 2019
cohort, 87.6% of hip fractures were operated on within
48 h after admission, which is significantly better than the
rates reported in previous studies, and the performance

TABLE 2 Procedures and outcomes in the 2020 and 2019 cohorts

2020 (n = 261) 2019 (n = 307) t value p value

Time to surgery (h), mean (SD) 48.9 (25.7) 20.5 (23.8) �11.096 0.000
Time to surgery within 48 h, n (%) 171 (65.5) 269 (87.6) 39.486 0.000
Inpatient complications n (%)
≥1 complication 79 (30.3) 64 (20.8) 6.647 0.010
Pneumonia 32 (12.3) 22 (7.2) 4.256 0.039
UTI 16 (6.1) 4 (1.3) 9.677 0.002
Pressure ulcers 20 (7.7) 15 (4.9) 1.881 0.170
DVT 30 (11.5) 25 (8.1) 1.811 0.178

Inpatient mortality, n (%) 0 (0.0) 1 (0.3) 0.849 0.357

Abbreviations: DVT, deep vein thrombosis; UTI, urinary tract infection.

TABLE 3 Baseline data, mortality, and functional recovery of patients who were followed for 1 year

2020 (n = 233) 2019 (n = 259) t value p value

Age, mean (SD) 80.2 (6.8) 78.8 (7.1) �1.732 0.083
Gender, n (%) 10.98 0.656
Female 164(70.4) 187 (72.2)
Male 69 (29.6) 72 (27.8)

Fracture type, n (%) 0.696 0.404
Femoral neck fracture 140 (60.6) 146 (56.4)
Trochanteric region fracture 93 (39.4) 113 (43.6)

Surgical procedure, n (%) 1.164 0.280
Internal fixation 111 (47.6) 136 (52.5)
Hip arthroplasty 122 (52.4) 123 (47.5)

Age-adjusted CCI, mean (SD) 4.81(1.58) 4.93 (1.41) �0.609 0.543
Parker Score before injury, mean (SD) 8.3 (1.6) 8.4 (1.5) �0.205 0.837
1-year mortality, n (%) 22 (9.4) 18 (6.9) 1.020 0.313
Functional recovery
Parker Score at 1 year, mean (SD) 6.8 (2.6) 7.1 (2.3) �0.689 0.491
Complete recoverya, % 45.1% (105/233) 51.4% (133/259) 1.941 0.164
Fully independentb, % 35.6% (83/233) 43.6% (113/259) 3.281 0.070

Abbreviation: CCI, Charlson comorbidity index.; a The Parker score at 1 year was completely restored to that before injury;; b Parker score = 9.
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outcomes according to the six key care standards of the
Blue Book in the pre-pandemic group were comparable to
those of the 2019 UK National Hip Fracture Database
Annual Report17.

Several studies have shown that there are significant
reductions in the number of injury-related visits to EDs, traf-
fic and workplace accidents, and hospital inpatient stays
compared to the pre-pandemic period. This is likely because
of government-imposed lockdowns and travel bans on an
unprecedented scale, with the population being mandated
and/or encouraged to stay at home. Therefore, the epidemi-
ological characteristics of traumatic fractures have chan-
ged dramatically; however, the absolute number of
geriatric hip fracture admissions remained stable due to
the low-energy falls that occur in home or the usual place
of residence2,4,18,19. The pandemic is also a public health
crisis that has profoundly modified the delivery of medical
and surgical care. Healthcare organizations have
responded by restricting medical care to emergency cases
and postponing nonessential medical and surgical proce-
dures. Elderly patients are at the greatest risk of COVID-
19 and osteoporosis-related fractures, and osteoporosis
care is almost completely suspended largely because of the
closure of outpatient clinics20,21. An incredible number of
resources have been reallocated by our hospital. Although
our multidisciplinary team continued to care for elderly
patients in need of essential surgery, we aimed to assess
whether the disruptions to the routine pathway caused by
COVID-19 resulted in a detrimental effect on the manage-
ment of hip fracture patients compared with the manage-
ment done in the same period in 2019.

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to a major disrup-
tion of routine hospital services globally and significant
delays in both urgent and emergent surgical procedures,
leading to a backlog of cases. The time to surgery is an
important marker of geriatric hip fracture care, and repair
within 48 h was associated with lower complication and
30 day mortality rates. Previous authors have noted that the
time to surgery during the pandemic varied from area to
area, and some authors reported a prolonged waiting
time22,23, while others reported equivalent waiting time to
pre-pandemic5,13. In our study, 65.5% of the patients in the
2020 cohort underwent surgery within 48 h of admission,
compared with 83% in the 2019 cohort. Moreover, the aver-
age waiting time for surgery increased from a mean of 20.5 h
to 48.9 h, which demonstrates the difficulty of maintaining
normal workflow during the COVID-19 pandemic and not-
withstanding the suspension of nonessential procedures. This
delay may have been caused by a variety of reasons: (1) all
patients were routinely screened for COVID-19 before sur-
gery, and PCR test results were delivered within 24–48 h,
due to the limited testing capacity during the first pandemic
period; (2) the inpatient bed capacity was reduced to half of
normal as some wards were converted to quarantine wards
in preparation for the expected patient surge due to COVID-
19; (3) insufficient availability of staff due to the reallocation

of healthcare resources, as all available practitioners in our
multidisciplinary team—including orthopaedic surgeons, ger-
iatricians, and nursing staff—were redeployed to another
area of the hospital with unmet needs; (4) reduced availabil-
ity of operation theater capacity. The patient transfers, deep
cleaning of theaters, and use of personal protective equip-
ment took time. Anesthetists and operating practitioners
were also redeployed with constantly changing guidelines
and policies, which resulted in a substantial challenge to the-
ater efficiency and capacity. These setups rapidly became
incompatible with the volume of daily geriatric hip fracture
cases, resulting in a significant backlog for patients awaiting
admission and surgery.

The current guidelines indicate that surgeons should
perform surgery for hip fractures within 48 h of admission,
as performing surgery early can minimize prolonged bed
rest, thereby reducing the risk of associated complications.
Additionally, early surgery has been associated with better
functional outcomes, shorter duration of pain and length of
hospital stay, and lower rates of non-union and mortal-
ity24,25. Our study showed that the pandemic has led to
severe disruptions in services for geriatric hip fractures at
our hospital, with the time to surgery being prolonged com-
pared with that in the pre-pandemic period. We also found a
significant association between surgical delay and an
increased incidence of inpatient complications associated
with extended bed rest, including pneumonia, UTI, pressure
ulcers, and DVT. The increased types and frequency of inpa-
tient complications observed in our research mirror the
results from other studies13.

Mortality
Reducing short- and long-term mortality is the primary goal
in the management of geriatric hip fractures. Timely hip
fracture care is fundamental to minimizing the mortality
associated with hip fractures. Due to the significant backlog
of patients awaiting admission and surgery during the pan-
demic, the average time from injury to surgery for the 2020
cohort was 2 days longer with higher 1-year mortality;
although this increase was not statistically significant, in this
study, the 1-year mortality rate was 9.4% in the 2020 cohort
and 6.9% in the 2019 cohort. Some investigators found
increased mortality during the pandemic22, while others
found no difference in mortality pre and during the pan-
demic5,22,26, similar to our results. Colum et al.27 performed
a systematic review of the mortality rate of hip fractures at
1-year follow-up. In their study, they reported a consistent
worldwide reduction in mortality at 1 year post surgery com-
pared with the previously published results, and 1-year mor-
tality data from the Asian continent were lower than the
mean overall 1-year mortality rate. The low mortality may
be due to the worldwide adoption of current best practice in
care and demonstrates the importance of efforts to continue
delivering protocolized hip fracture care during the COVID-
19 pandemic5.
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Functional Outcomes
Another important goal of geriatric hip fracture management
is to restore the pre-injury mobility and quality of life. In our
study, the percentages of fully independent and complete
recovery were lower in the 2020 cohort, although the differ-
ence was not significant. Early postoperative mobilization,
including standing and ambulation, is important for func-
tional recovery. Rehabilitation after a hip fracture requires
joint effort and takes a long time. In the pre-pandemic
period, intensive post-discharge physical therapy was offered
by hospitals, communities, and caregivers with appropriate
rehabilitation plans. In the 2020 cohort, the rehabilitation of
patients was greatly affected by the COVID-19 pandemic,
and patients were afraid of going out. The rehabilitation cen-
ter went into complete protective lockdown, which may have
led to worse mobility for patients. However, further evidence
on this matter must be gathered and presented.

Several studies have reported an impact of the pan-
demic on the management of geriatric patients with hip frac-
ture worldwide; however, there is a need to manage such
patients even during the pandemic. Prompt surgical treat-
ment for hip fracture patients is crucial while preventing the
spread of COVID-1923,28. In addition, the optimal approach
to postoperative rehabilitation should be determined to opti-
mize outcomes after surgery. A multidisciplinary approach
remains the key to prioritizing surgery for patients with hip
fractures, despite limited medical resources. Guidelines and
patient pathways should be optimized quickly during the
pandemic based on the clinical situation. Moreover, there
should be an international consensus for special care of geri-
atric patients with hip fracture during pandemics.

Strengths of our study included robust 1-year follow-
up and the ability to compare our results with retrospective
pre-pandemic data. Moreover, our experience during the
COVID-19 pandemic represents an instructive event in
China, which has the potential to guide decision-making in
the care of geriatric patients with hip fractures.

Our study had few limitations. First, due to its retro-
spective nature, the quality of the data collected was depen-
dent on the information that was recorded. Therefore, there
could be other complications which contributed to surgical
delay that were not considered in this study. Second, it pro-
vides a picture of a limited timeframe, that is, the first wave
of the pandemic. Third, only patients who had undergone
surgery were included in this study; some patients who were
neither operated on nor admitted to the hospital and all
patients who received conservative treatment were not
followed-up. Lastly, there were no confirmed cases of

COVID-19 in our study, as other studies have shown that
geriatric patients with hip fracture and COVID-19 are at
high risk for major complications and death; however,
despite the high mortality rate, COVID-19-positive patients
could still benefit from early surgery13,29,30.

Conclusion
This study addressed the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on healthcare quality and 1-year mortality for geriatric
patients with hip fractures. Due to the pandemic and
resource reallocation experienced by our hospital system, the
result showed a reduction in the proportion of patients
receiving timely surgery, with no significantly increased rates
of 1-year mortality. Our results indicated that maintaining
timely and protocolized care remains essential, and multi-
disciplinary teams involved in geriatric hip fracture care
should be preserved, which may also lead to improved pro-
cesses and outcomes for patients during the pandemic. Fur-
ther studies are needed to analyze the long-lasting effects of
the pandemic on geriatric hip fracture care worldwide.
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